As 'control' is increasingly ceded to AI systems, potentially Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) humanity may be facing an identity crisis sooner rather than later, whereby the notion of 'intelligence' no longer remains solely our own. This paper characterizes the problem in terms of an impending loss of control and proposes a relational shift in our attitude towards AI. The shortcomings of value alignment as a solution to the problem are outlined which necessitate an extension of these principles. One such approach is considering strongly relational Indigenous epistemologies. The value of Indigenous perspectives has not been canvassed widely in the literature. Their utility becomes clear when considering the existence of well-developed epistemologies adept at accounting for the non-human, a task that defies Western anthropocentrism. Accommodating AI by considering it as part of our network is a step towards building a symbiotic relationship. Given that AGI questions our fundamental notions of what it means to have human rights, it is argued that in order to co-exist, we find assistance in Indigenous traditions such as the Hawaiian and Lakota ontologies. Lakota rituals provide comfort with the conception of non-human soulbearer while Hawaiian stories provide possible relational schema to frame our relationship with AI.
Introduction
The title for this paper is crafted to reflect the central yet often unacknowledged fear in Artificial Intelligence (AI) dialogue -will human intelligence still be enough? Anthropologist Genevieve Bell would say intelligence tag is no longer exclusive to humanity, so humans, as intelligent creatures, will need to be labelled amidst this identity crisis [14] . Faced with the prospect of creating 'beings' that may defy human understanding -potentially surpass human intelligence -the apprehension is justified. In the face of exponential technological progress -almost inversely proportional to the control we exercise over our creations -how do we ensure human dignity is protected and respected? And perhaps more fundamentally, how do we ensure human identity is safeguarded? In arguing that anthropocentric Western conceptions of AI are an inadequate response to these central concerns, this paper proposes a relational shift focusing on Indigenous perspectives of AI.
Today, AI influences all aspects of our society including obviously apparent applications such as the criminal justice system, warfare, medical diagnosis and labour automation, and less visible elements such as cybersecurity, search engine optimisation and content moderation [38] . In the near to medium term, it is expected that mere influence will transform into domination of many spheres of society [39] . However, it has been recognized that in the short and medium term an ethics-based approach complemented by our current human rights framework is adequate to tackle governance problems requiring changes 'in degree not in kind' [19] . substantial autonomy akin to a human 'mind' [43] . As control over decision-making is gradually ceded to AI, a power-inversion and subsequent attrition of human values or rights becomes a real possibility [16] .
Value alignment is a potential solution to ensure that AI is encoded with suitable human values in its infancy. It is hoped that this will act as a buffer against future risks of a 'rogue' AI [11] . Yet, an analysis of value alignment principles reveals both technological and philosophical shortcomings triggered by AI autonomy. These concerns question the feasibility, necessity and adequacy of value alignment as a safeguard against human rights concerns [23] . So far, limited consideration has been given to relational perspectives, and in particular Indigenous perspectives, as an extension of value alignment to accommodate AI in the long-term. To empower and protect humans, relational perspectives advocate the acknowledgement of a reciprocal relationship between AI and humans. [16] Generally, Indigenous epistemologies offer a unique perspective adept at accounting for the non-human compared to its Western counterparts [25] . Where humans are no longer privileged as superior beings using AI for instrumental gain, concerns such as power-inversion become somewhat moot. The fear of rights erosion begins to subside when the focus is shifted from rights to responsibility as the primary virtue [48] . The first step is to cultivate greater respect for the ability of AI to influence our social structures, thus, leading to a holistic system of ethics stressing the interconnectedness of human and machine [4] . As an illustration, Lakota conceptions of a soul and the collective combined with Hawaiian notions of reciprocity provide optimism for a symbiotic co-existence [9, 18] .
This paper will initially canvass what we mean by the term 'AI'. It will emerge that the notion of AI autonomy is uncomfortable considering our traditional anthropocentric understandings. As a potential solution, the paper draws on Indigenous perspectives to propose a relational shift between AI and human beings as an extension of value alignment principles.
AI and Anthropomorphism
Since it was coined in 1956 by John McCarthy, the term 'AI' has eluded concrete definition [10] . The point of convergence in current dialogue around 'What is AI' stops at a generalist definition considering AI as any machine that makes choices mirroring human reasoning -an anthropomorphic perspective [13] . Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens [36] propose ten level spectra of automation where level one is complete human autonomy and the level ten is total machine autonomy. Within this framework, AI is currently labelled as 'narrow' or 'weak' AI if it is aimed at performing specific tasks such as self-driving cars or a chatbot, whereas in the long-term AGI is expected to be capable of exhibiting general intelligence [39] . AGI functions at the highest two levels (nine and ten) where they not only execute automatically but only inform the human if they chose to and at the highest level, not at all [36] . The discomfort posed by AGI to human rights is apparent when considering the non-anthropomorphic definition of intelligence adopted by Legg and Hutter [41] : 'intelligence measures an agent's ability to achieve goals in a wide range of environments'. Since humans and AI are both solely judged on their ability to achieve goals, the more intelligent being will have greater control over the relevant environment and when goals conflict, the more intelligent agent will prevail [47] . If the 'intelligence' of AI surpasses our own, the possibility of our goals being undermined, and human rights being eroded, becomes material [44] . Against this background we consider below a relational shift focusing on a nonanthropocentric definition of AI so rights can be reframed as responsibilities.
The Relational Shift
It is definitely a legitimate debate whether we should even be talking about AGI -how can we plan for AGI when we barely know anything about it; will it even happen; what will it look like; should we focus on the here and now [47] . Even if AI does not reach the technological singularity leading to existential risks [31] , Sotala [24] notes substantial risks of 'social manipulation, new types of warfare or shifts in power dynamics'. While these concerns are reasonable, there is a difference between thinking something is uncertain and something is far away, so where we are highly ignorant, we 'should widen our error bars in both directions' and prepare for the arrival of AGI [23] .
When considering the currently indeterminate potential for AI to become generalised, the potential for a power inversion becomes more manifest. If humans are no longer 'in' the loop (contributing to decision making) or 'on' the loop (regulating decision making), but increasingly 'under' the loop (subjected to external influence) -the nature of human rights concerns changes [32] . Even the system designers of AI will not be in a position to control or influence the direction of AI that is becoming increasingly 'intelligent' and autonomous [2] . According to Matthias [2] , the designer of the machine goes from 'coder to creator of software organisms'. He further notes that as the influence of the coder decreases, the impact of the operating environment increases making interactions extremely complicated and difficult to predict [2] . It becomes crucial to redefine our relationship with our surrounding environment to ensure adequate protection and empowerment of human interest. This is where the philosophical shift proposed below is of greater relevance.
Further, the issue of control is more fundamental to the understanding of human dignity. Human dignity is centred upon the idea of autonomy -there is agreement within most philosophies that it is the central justification for protecting human dignity, a subset of which is human rights [20] . Sceptics Poster Presentation AIES '20, February 7-8, 2020, New York, NY, USA argue that AI is very unlikely to be imbued with consciousness, thus safeguarding what ultimately makes us human and worthy of rights [43] . Others such as Harari [51] claim that it is increasingly the case that for human identity 'intelligence is mandatory, but consciousness is optional'. Western theorists argue that humans will always remain superior by virtue of being soul-bearers -a state of being permanently inaccessible to AI [43] . Dualist theories posit that consciousness is either an independent and unexplainable entity (substance dualism) or a product of particular organization of matter (property dualism) [8] . Perhaps the most alluring argument comes from physicalists who argue that consciousness is a human perception produced by a millennium of cultural evolution which will be irreproducible in AGI [7] . However, Livingston and Risse [43] agree with the functionalist claim that there is no reason why AI cannot develop or host a soul if it possesses the requisite physicality and complexity akin to a human mind.
This indicates the current notions of human dignity cannot accommodate a soul-bearing AI, potentially indifferentiable from human beings -leading to the aforementioned identity crisis. Thus, the advent of highly autonomous AI poses a fundamental threat to this idea of dignity where humans must co-exist in a world where AI can make choices and value judgementspotentially at a superior level to human beings [16] . Without following the logic to its natural conclusion and considering rights for AI -we stop at the implications this may have for an understanding of human rights. Technological progress moving towards the idea of the singularity and beyond only exacerbates this concern.
The problem of loss of control that makes us uncomfortable in discussions surrounding AI can ironically be solved by not looking at it as a problem at all. We can adopt perspectives that allow us to treat human-machine interaction as not one of controller-controlled but take a constructivist approach within a relational process of negotiation. Outlining this process highlights the nature of relational responsibility, which not only emphasises responsibility for something but also foregrounds responsibility to someone [16] . With this approach, there must be reciprocity 'where all actors have a sufficient degree of autonomy and capabilities to enter interaction' [16] . So far, this relational shift remains human focused, privileging the responsibility owed by AI to human beings by virtue of their humanness [16] . Prima facie this may point to the idea of legal personhood or the idea of moral agency of AI, however, the principle goes beyond that. Current theories continue to be based upon anthropocentric views of AI. If, instead we define AI not as an entity in itself but in terms of its relationship to humans and vice versa, then its identity no longer limited by how it resembles a human being but instead on how it relates to one. While in theory these ideas are appealing, they are difficult when attempting to answer practical questions surrounding human rights regulation for AI. This is where more help is derived from principles of value alignment and subsequently Indigenous perspectives as concrete solutions to developing ethical frameworks.
Value Alignment?
There are many philosophical and practical issues with the idea of value alignment [23] . We must consider if we should even try to impose human morality upon AI or if we let it exercise its own intelligence. [23] Will the rationality of AGI lead to a corresponding morality precluding a need for value learning? [29, 43] Kantians would argue yes, whereas Hume's view leads to skepticism [29, 43] . Then there is a scientific concern -will our technology ever be able to sufficiently nurture AI to fight its nature? [23] Even if the answer to this question is yes, there are practical concerns surrounding -what values do we imbued in AI where there is no objective morality for human beings? [20] Beyond these broader questions -there are fundamental issues with value alignment itself. Bostrom [32] recognises the inherent dangers in instrumental convergence or the adoption of dangerous sub-goals to fulfil a legitimate goal. For example, an AI told to self-preserve may manipulate human beings into not shutting it off. The issue of moral certainty is identified by Eckersley, arguing that an AI that is not absolutely sure of its final goals is more likely to respect other agents and refrain from decision-making harming adherents of an alternate theory [26, 34] .
From a philosophical perspective, there are divergent views. While considering notions of rationality and morality, Hume and Kant -the two leading thinkers in this area -diverge considerably [29, 43] . Kant's view proclaims that rationality and intelligence breed a morality that necessitates respect for other moral and rational creatures [29, 43] . Value can only exist if human agency chooses to give it value, and by extension humans must value their capacity to value [3] . In this framework, there is no possibility for a rational being to harm another rational being, as by doing so they are not only devaluing the victim but also their own capacity to value [3] . Whether an AGI would consider us worthy of valuing as sufficiently rational is a separate issue, especially considering that humans have arguably instrumentalized animals which also have outstanding rational capabilities [43] . For the Kantian view to hold we must hope AGI displays a type of 'enlightened anthropocentrism' which humans have failed to do in relation to nature [43] . If that is indeed the case, then there is limited cause of concern as humans can be content in the belief that AI will respect all human beings as fellow rational beings. That is unless, as subscribers of Mezinger's [45] Benevolent Artificial Anti-Natalism theory would argue, that the benevolent AI uses its supreme power of moral reasoning to conclude that suffering is best minimized where humans do not exist, or do not procreate, and proceeds to implement this version of 'altruism'.
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In stark contrast, Hume believed morality is not necessarily a natural by-product of rationality [29, 43] . They are two distinct concepts. An intelligent creature might have any moral view, especially when it comes to considering human beings -there is no reason why their rationality must lead them to a certain moral conclusion [33] . Subscribers to this view see no reason why an intelligent and rational being could not have as their primary moral goal to maximise the number of paperclips in the worldno matter the cost to human life or dignity [32] . We can imagine issues with perverse instantiation -for example -an AI is told to take the shortest route to the airport, and it drives through a shopping mall [32] . This view reflects the orthogonality thesis whereby intelligence and a final goal can develop in completely uncorrelated directions [30] . Taking this view, value alignment becomes absolutely necessary because theoretically an AI or even worse an AGI could very easily 'go rogue' not despite but due to its 'superintelligence' [30] .
There are various aspects of the human-machine relationship that can be informed by values. Encoding these into technical language with guarantee of success is a very difficult challenge to overcome and beyond the scope of this paper. Kurzweil [37] argues that superior intelligence will always find a way to circumvent the code. However, some scholars, including Omohundro, have argued that it is possible that a superior intelligence can be sufficiently trained to never want to circumvent its utility function while simultaneously improving its decision-making strategies [42] . 'The AI is the code.' [11] It does not know what we mean to code and there is no 'ghost' in the machine that can look over the code and understand what we meant [11] . However, there is still considerable debate in this area and without a thorough understanding of the technology it is difficult to even consider what the possibilities are.
Assuming we will have the technological capacity to create a utility function and if we feel it is necessary, we can debate substantive values to encode or even move beyond value alignment. To date, the mainstream literature has given limited consideration to the value of Indigenous perspectives in approaching AI beyond value alignment. The primary arguments have supported value alignment through classical normative theories. either Kantian deontology or a consequential system of ethics, with recent consideration of Stoic virtue ethics [47] .
Indigenous Perspectives
The concerns articulated above surrounding instrumental converge or the orthogonality thesis point to the fact there is no guarantee that engraining our values in higher levels of automated AI will be adequate protection [32] . In light of that, we must adopt a value-based system where AI is allowed to develop as its own autonomous entity while respecting its ability to influence our social structures and identities as human beings.
When it comes to Indigenous perspectives, the key questions are surrounding values. How do we view humans in the context of our world? By extension, how do we interact with the rest of the world? When it comes to AGI, do we view them as instruments for human progression or acknowledge their equal and reciprocal influence on us and our environment?
Of course, there is no one monolithic and homogenous Indigenous epistemology. The traditions, values and beliefs vary just as much or perhaps more than traditional Western divergence. However, just as Western divergence is centred upon the ideas of anthropomorphism, generally speaking, Indigenous perspectives are far more adept at accommodating the non-human [1] . They can help 'engage a philosophy and practice of interconnection and interrelatedness beyond the Eurocentric 'flourishing of human' [4] . While Waser notes that totally ignoring anthropomorphism is 'foolish', as it would be akin to 'throwing the baby out with the bathwater', it is definitely valuable to adopt a polarizing view to reveal otherwise concealed characteristics in a problem [28] .
The approach of anthropologist Genevieve Bell [14] is to label AI with different phrases such as 'Buddhist AI' and 'Christian AI' to symbolise various cultural contexts. She shows that this labelling reveals certain characteristics of AI that would otherwise remain hidden -such as 'Australian AI' in the context of autonomous cars were found to be impractical due to the inability of these cars to avoid kangaroos [14] . If we continue with this approach and create an 'Indigenous AI' we see that AI is part of our social network, AI can have a soul as part of an interconnected, complex system. Seeing AI through this lens, would we then consider different systems as subservient to us, or merely another lifeform with which we share space on the planet? [25] Ironically, as pointed out by Lewis et. al. [18] , to ensure a symbiotic and productive relationship that respects human rights, the dialogue cannot be focused on human well-being in the long term. In criticising Ito's reductionist essay as too anthropocentric [22] , Lewis et. al. [18] note that to truly escape Western centric thinking we must strive towards the well-being of the entire network. Liu and Zawieska [16] , Bostrom [30] and Yudkowsky [11] fear the notion of the power inversion in attempts to create a 'Friendly AI'. The reason this fear continues to persist is because the definition of 'Friendly AI' itself is once again human focused: AI that can 'produce human-benefiting, non-human-harming actions' [32] . While taking an Indigenous perspective does not eradicate this problem, it gives us a framework of being comfortable in a world where this problem exists.
Following on from the relational dynamics proposed by Liu [16] , we can avoid reductionist thinking by considering AI as not only a member of our complex interconnected network but include it in our 'circle of relationships' [18] . This circle does not refer to merely our human circle of relationships but extends to all animate and inanimate objects in our network [16] . Believing AI Poster Presentation AIES '20, February 7-8, 2020, New York, NY, USA
can have a soul is not anthropomorphising it, as in Indigenous cultures inanimate objects are equally capable of being soul bearers [25] . In contrast, an analysis from the perspective of a fictional AI bot reveals it cannot be Christian or Buddhist as they define the soul as a purely anthropomorphic concept [25] . Indeed, the concept of the soul is just a vehicle for acknowledging and respecting the potential for the object to influence its broader social network [25] .
In Lakota relational ontology it is assumed that everything in the universe possesses an interior dimension (the soul) and a physical dimension (the body) [9] . Consequently, every object was capable of helping or hurting them, and thus, worthy of equal respect [9] .
Originating from this interiority is the essence of Lakota life: a 'sense of responsibility [or kinship] toward every individual dealt with', including humans and non-humans [12] . Posthumus [9] attributes to the Lakota a situated animist ontology based on 'historical relations, mutual respect and a continuity of interiority'. Commensurate with this idea is the notion that everything is related or mitákuye oyás'iŋ -a phrase that is chanted at the end of every sacred pipe ceremony of the Lakota Sioux [21] . Adopting this approach, 'humans are the least knowledgeable and powerful beings, requiring the most aid and pity' [49] . Even the most powerful beings in the universe are not necessarily friendly or hostile to mankind, but merely another balancing influence to preserve all that exists [21] . Confronted with an intelligent entity which may know us better than we know ourselves, there is merit in acknowledging our dependence on the non-human for protection and enhancement alike [51] .
Recognizing the interiority of the non-human is a step towards acquiring improved self-knowledge or maturity crucial to balancing the near omnipotence of an external algorithm [12, 51] .
Further, the ability to conceptualize 'Lakota AI' requires us to consider the inherent inhomogeneity that will exist as AI fulfils radically different roles ranging from autonomous weaponry to mass surveillance [18] . The Native American does not see hierarchies but instead differences in equal beings [50] . For example, within animals these differences emerge as aspects of physicality in their morphology, behavior, habits, diet, reproduction methods and habitat [35] . While interiority is common among all objects, it is physicality that permits their separation into collectives [9] . The formation of a collective constitutes separating humans and non-humans alike into groups that have special interrelations [6] . Relational schemas are applied within collectives to develop relationships based on personal testimony as opposed to abstract theory [9] . The relationship of the Lakota with stones is an illustration of this process.
The concept of wakan was used to describe anything that could not be understood [17] . A stone could sometimes be wakan where it displayed supernatural qualities such as locomotion [40] . Such stones were accorded special status as tʿųkášila (grandfather) or ųcí (grandmother) and subsequently ceremonies were organized to aid in respecting and understanding the misunderstood [9] . These ceremonies were the basis for establishing a relationship and beginning a relational process of exchange which developed into trust and reciprocity [12] . In the ritual, the stones were heated in a ceremonial fire until they were brought to life and water was poured over the stones to create smoke [17] . This smoke held the enduring essence or the naǧí of the stone [9] . In the context of human interiority, the naǧí is comparable to consciousness or ego and is one of three constituent elements of interiority -namely niyá (life, breath), naǧí (spirit, soul, ghost) and šicų́ (familiar, guardian spirit) [9] . For non-humans, naǧí becomes crucial as its presence is the sole pre-requisite of relational agency whereas naǧla (spirit-like) is merely the potential for relational personhood [9] . The stone is only animate when it becomes closely bound to the life of a person [46] . While the separation of the body and soul is superficially similar to Western dualists and physicalists, crucially, these Western theorists do not attribute consciousness to the non-human [43] .
While there are potentially numerous applications of these practices to AI, one that appears to be particularly instructive is situational animism. As an illustration, the development of AI could be halted at each juncture to establish a relational approach. The differences in physicality or the distinguishing features of an AI system, such as its mission, code or creators, should be foregrounded to ensure it is correctly categorized in a collective. [18] Subsequently, the interior aspects could be considered through relational experiences by placing newly developed AI in various experiential contexts akin to a Lakota stone ceremony.
The purpose of this crucial step would be to observe and catalogue how a particular AI interacts or connects with humans and its immediate environment. Focusing on this interconnectedness has the potential to reveal features of AI that Western scientific approaches may not [12] . Specifics of such interactions and effects would symbolize the commencement of a relationship of trust where we begin to understand the interiority of the AI and discover its naǧí or true essence. Equipped with this knowledge we can begin to construct relational frameworks to protect and empower humans. The inclusion of relational processes at each stage of development necessitates that the development of AI is not rushed but staggered with careful design principles.
Before we consider a particular relational schema, I note that Western consideration of Indigenous epistemologies has been primarily limited to environmental contexts [21] . Prima facie, this may be attributable to a misconception that Indigenous relational approaches focus solely on the natural world in lieu of the artificial [18] . This view neglects that AI is made from natural resources which are inherently connected to land. Any relationship with AI is a relationship with land itself [18] . The
Poster Presentation AIES '20, February 7-8, 2020, New York, NY, USA importance of land to Indigenous cultures generally is reflected in their creationist stories which ground a relationship of interdependence with land [27] . The Hawaiian creationist tale of Hāloa is such an example whereby Wākea (the sky) and his daughter, Hoʻohōkūikalani (creator of the starts) bear two children [18] . From the earthly grave of the first still-born child grew the kalo plant which provided sustenance to the second child named Hāloa [18] . This sibling relationship forms the basis of the harmonious existence or pono that has sustained future generations of Hawaiians [18] .
The Hawaiian (kānaka maoli) ontology tackles the power (mana) sharing between AI and humans [18] . Currently, AI is accorded as a tool created by human beings for human advancement [4, 18] .
The foundational concept of pono is an 'ethical approach…which privileges multiplicities over singularities' to achieve balance and harmony [18] . There is no scope to reduce pono to prioritise the individual over a relationship, particularly engaging in those different from ourselves [18] . The wellbeing of everyone involved in the relationship must be taken into consideration and selfinterest is always secondary [18] . The notion of autonomy is redefined whereby the autonomous person is not only aware of the needs of the others, but also what they can do for the good of the group [50] . To some extent this resembles a Universally Benevolent Entity that sees cooperation as a positive sum game and only pursues self-interest to protect itself [28] . However, the advantage is that the kānaka maoli tradition is developed over thousands of years with stories, traditions and well-defined beliefs to a level of depth that cannot be achieved if we start from scratch. These stories and traditions have 'persevered through periods of colonization and oppression' making them powerful tools of engagement [5, 50] .
If these aspects are all combined and value alignment mechanisms extended -based upon the central tenet of treating all relationships as paramount, then we can ameliorate some of the problems with value alignment. Providing specific recommendations on how to incorporate these perspectives as values is beyond the scope of this paper however the potential for a symbiotic existence is clear.
Conclusion
The long-term advancement of AI, when it could approach generalised intelligence or in fact superintelligence beyond human comprehension, fundamental identity concerns will arise. In this context, there must be a shift to considering relational dynamics and Indigenous epistemologies as an extension of value alignment. While it is unclear whether value alignment is even possible considering our limited knowledge of long-term AI, it is certainly beneficial to begin considering what values shall be useful to embed within advanced AI systems and possibly move beyond value alignment. Indigenous epistemologies provide a pre-existing value system requiring mutual respect amongst humans and machines -a perspective that is essential to dealing with the uncomfortable issues posed.
This article has attempts to launch a critical dialogue surrounding the value of Indigenous perspectives to AI, human rights and ethics. Based on the Hawaiian and Lakota ontologies, it proposes a preliminary framework based on acknowledgment of the nonhuman and an introduction to particular relational schemas. There must be more research into practical implementation of relational dynamics and Indigenous perspectives into AI systems. Should we teach Indigenous languages to AI or consider programming in Indigenous code? [18] Which specific Indigenous traditions can provide useful ethical approaches? What are the broader implications for human rights and for particular case studies such as autonomous weaponry? The growth of AI has the potential to immensely benefit humanity if we remain open to considering novel approaches. However, we must be wary of our insecurity stemming from anthropocentric perspectives and remain confident of our own intelligence when many of our fundamental assumptions are challenged.
